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We develop a compact dimensionless framework for the analysis of canonical thermo-chemical
nonequilibrium flow fields involving normal, oblique and interacting shock waves. Discontinuous
solutions of the conservation equations are coupled with thermodynamic and kinetic models for an
ideal dissociating gas. Convenient forms are provided for the variation of the relevant dimensionless
parameters across shock waves in dissociating gases. The treatment is carried through in a consistent
manner for the pressure–flow deflection angle plane representation of shock wave interaction
problems. The contribution of the current paper is a careful nondimensionalization of the problem
that yields a tractable formulation and allows results with considerable generality to be obtained.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1572162#I. INTRODUCTION
Our objective in the current paper is to develop a con-
sistent set of dimensionless forms for the analytical treatment
of normal, oblique and interacting shock waves in a chemical
nonequilibrium dissociating gas. The model that is described
here begins with the usual conservation equation analysis of
shock waves. Normal shock wave solutions are obtained in
the chemically nonreacting ~or frozen! limit and the thermo-
chemical equilibrium limit using simple thermodynamic and
kinetic models. The rate at which the dissociation reaction
proceeds from the frozen state to the equilibrium state is
described by standard Arrhenius rate expressions. The exten-
sion from normal to oblique shock waves is obtained by the
conventional technique of applying the one-dimensional so-
lutions to the component of velocity normal to the shock
front. To facilitate the computation of multiple shock jumps
in the solution of interaction problems we develop a conve-
nient means of determining the downstream dimensionless
parameters, that become the upstream parameters for subse-
quent shock waves. With this framework established, it is a
simple matter to elucidate the essential behavior of simple
shock wave flow fields and to develop the working detail
required to map chemical nonequilibrium shock wave inter-
action problems into the pressure–flow deflection angle
plane. The disparate shock strengths produced at the shock
wave intersection point in Mach reflection stand out as a
profitable avenue for further investigation.
II. NORMAL SHOCK FOR AN IDEAL DISSOCIATING
GAS
We begin by deriving the jump conditions for a normal
shock wave in a relaxing gas. The problem is known in the
literature ~e.g., Vincenti and Kruger1!. Here we propose a
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rium upstream state required for the analysis of multiple
wave interaction problems. Consider the relaxation to equi-
librium of the system,
N21M
N1N1M, ~1!
where here nitrogen is the prototypical gas and M represents
a nonreacting third body. The translational and rotational
shock thickness is neglected and we consider only the relax-
ation of the internal modes over a length scale comparable to
that of the fluid motion ~see Fig. 1!. In the following the
translational/rotational shock is referred to as the transla-
tional discontinuity for simplicity. The mass, momentum and
energy conservation equations that apply across the one-
dimensional translational discontinuity and throughout the
downstream relaxation zone are
r2u25r1u1 , ~2!
p21r2u2
25p11r1u1
2
, ~3!
h21 12u2
25h11 12u1
2
, ~4!
where r is the density of the gas, u is the velocity normal to
the shock, p is the pressure and h is the enthalpy per unit
mass. The subscripts, 1 and 2, refer here to the upstream and
downstream states, respectively. In dimensionless form Eqs.
~2! and ~3! become
rˆ uˆ 51, ~5!
pˆ 511
1
P1
rˆ 21
rˆ
, ~6!
where the variables are normalized with respect to their up-
stream values and generally the notation fˆ 5f2 /f1 applies.
The dimensionless parameter, P1 , arises and it behaves as
P1;1/M 1
2 for a perfect gas:
P15p1 /r1u1
2
. ~7!8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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gion of translational/rotational non-
equilibrium is treated as a gas dynami-
cal discontinuity and only thermo-
chemical reactions on length scales
comparable to the fluid scales are
modeled. Typical profiles are shown
for the density, pressure, temperature
and velocity ~see also Fig. 5!.We use Lighthill’s model2 for the thermodynamics of the
system ~1!,
p5
k
2m ~11a!rT , ~8!
h5
k
2m @~41a!T1aud# , ~9!
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, m is the mass of one atom
of the gas, T is the temperature, ud is a temperature charac-
terizing the dissociation energy and a is the dissociated mass
fraction determined from the number densities, a5 nN/(nN
12nN2). Using the caloric equation of state ~9! and the di-
mensionless continuity equation ~5!, the dimensionless en-
ergy conservation equation becomes
~41a2!
Tˆ
Q1
1a21
K1
rˆ 2
5H01, ~10!
where the dimensionless parameters are defined as
Q15
ud
T1
, ~11!
K15
mu1
2
kud
, ~12!
H015
2mh01
kud
. ~13!
The conserved stagnation enthalpy, H01, is normalized with
respect to the dissociation energy of the gas and K1 is the
normalized specific kinetic energy of the upstream flow.
Importantly, for a nonequilibrium binary mixture of ther-
mally perfect components, three parameters are sufficient to
define the state of the upstream gas. Here we specify P1 ,
H01 and a1 . The remaining parameters, Q1 and K1 , are then
given by the following identities, obtained from h0 written in
terms of the conditions upstream of the discontinuity:
Q15
41a1
H012K12a1
, ~14!
K15
H012a1
112P1
41a1
11a1
. ~15!Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toFrom Eq. ~8! the dimensionless form of the thermal equation
of state becomes
Tˆ 5
pˆ ~11a1!
rˆ ~11a2!
. ~16!
Eliminating Tˆ and Q1 from Eq. ~10! with the pressure given
by ~6! leads to the following quadratic equation for the den-
sity:
~H012a2!r
ˆ
222K1~11P1!
41a2
11a2
rˆ 1K1
71a2
11a2
50.
~17!
The solutions are
rˆ 5
K1
~11a2!~H012a2!
3F ~11P1!~41a2!6F ~11a2!~71a2!~a22H01!K1
1~11P1!2~41a2!2G 1/2G . ~18!
One solution describes the variation of density through-
out the relaxation region downstream of the translational
shock. The remaining solution describes relaxation of the
possibly nonequilibrium upstream state without any discon-
tinuity. Both solutions are parametrized in terms of the dis-
sociation mass fraction, a2 , whose rate of reaction remains
indeterminate. The solutions are illustrated for typical values
of the parameters in Figs. 2 and 3. The result, ~19!, applies
generally in the case a1Þ0 that is required for the solution
of shock interaction problems. The dependence of the solu-
tion on a1 is confined entirely to the dependence of K1 on
a1 according to Eq. ~15!.
It is worth noting the relationship between the model
discussed here and the Zeldovich–von Neumann–Do¨ring
~ZND! model for exothermic detonation waves. In the sim-
plest form, the ZND model treats the reactants and products
as perfect gases with heat release being modeled by an
Arrhenius reaction rate expression. This leads to an induction
zone of low reaction rate downstream of the gas dynamical
shock and the reaction subsequently accelerates rapidly until
progress is limited by depletion of the reactants. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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a1’0 since these cases are important for many problems in
hypervelocity flow. The limit a1→1 is considered since it
allows a comparison with known results for monatomic
gases. Although it is not our primary motivation, the case
a1→1 also represents an exothermic recombination shock.
There is some concordance between the results obtained in
the limit a1→1 and those that might be obtained if the cur-
rent analysis were replicated using the ZND detonation
model noted above.
A. Frozen shock solutions
Consider the frozen solutions that apply directly down-
stream of the translational discontinuity. Here a25a1 and
the solutions of the quadratic expression ~17! are
rˆ f5H 1, 71a1
~11a1!12P1~41a1!
.
~19!
In the strong shock limit, P1→0, this simplifies to
rˆ f55 H
1,
7,
a150,
H 1,4, a151.
FIG. 2. Strong shock solutions, P→0, of the conservation equations down-
stream of a normal shock wave in an ideal dissociating gas. The upstream
conditions are taken as P150, a150 and solutions are plotted for differing
values of H01. The two chemically frozen solutions, a15a250, are marked
on the vertical axis (n). The solid curves represent the relaxation of the
density downstream of the translational discontinuity. For moderate values
of H01 the density increases monotonically as the flow relaxes towards
chemical equilibrium. For H01.(7/6)
2 the density initially decreases. As
H01→‘ the solution asymptotes to rˆ 54 which is the strong shock limit for
a monatomic gas. At these enthalpies the model is inaccurate since it does
not model the electronic excitation that would occur. Each of the solutions
exhibits a singularity at H012a250. Beyond this singularity the specific
kinetic energy downstream of the relaxation zone becomes negative as may
be observed from Eq. ~15!. The second set of solutions shown by the
—  — curves represent the relaxation of the upstream state without a
translational discontinuity. This effect becomes larger at high enthalpies as
the upstream state a150 deviates farther from equilibrium.Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toThese solutions are consistent with the limiting cases of a
partially vibrationally excited diatomic gas and a monatomic
gas, respectively. Note also the value Pmax53/(41a1)
which produces rˆ f51 and corresponds to sonic flow up-
stream of the shock wave.
B. Equilibrium shock solution
Equation ~17! may be combined with an equilibrium ex-
pression to obtain the asymptotic state far downstream from
the translational shock. This determines the endpoints for the
trajectories shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For the equilibrium ideal
dissociating gas ~Lighthill2!,
a2eq
2
12a2eq
5
rd
req
e2ud /T. ~20!
Writing this in dimensionless form, using the identity ~14!
and expressing the temperature ratio in terms of the density
ratio leads to a second transcendental equation relating a2
and rˆ :
a2eq
2
12a2eq
5
rˆ d1
rˆ eq
expF (11a2eq)rˆ eq2
2K112rˆ eq(11P1)G . ~21!
An additional dimensionless equilibrium constant is intro-
duced,
rˆ d15rd /r1 . ~22!
Numerically solving Eq. ~17! with a25a2eq given by ~21!
gives the equilibrium shock solution for specified upstream
conditions P1 , H01 and a1 . This solution is represented
graphically in Fig. 4 by the intersection of the two curves in
the rˆ -a plane defined by Eqs. ~17! and ~21!. When solving
FIG. 3. Relaxation of a nonequilibrium upstream state behind a normal
shock wave in an ideal dissociating gas. The upstream state is taken as P1
50.01, a150.25, and H0150.2→1.0. We see that the frozen solutions (n)
are displaced from the vertical axis as a result of the upstream dissociation
level. The interpretation of the two sets of solutions that are indicated by the
solid and dot–dash curves is qualitatively similar to Fig. 2 for the cases
H0150.6,0.8,1.0. The case H0150.4 corresponds to a recombination shock
where the exothermic relaxation process causes the density to decrease
downstream of the shock. The case H0150.2 is physically unrealistic since
for values of H01,a1 the specific kinetic energy of the flow is negative. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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intervals rˆ 2eqP@rˆ f ,‘) and a2eqP@a1,1# . This enables the
development of a robust solver with known convergence
properties in the troublesome weak shock limit. For the rou-
tine construction of p-d loci this is a significant concern.
C. Nonequilibrium solution
The rate at which the dissociation reaction proceeds
from the frozen state to the equilibrium state for the IDG
model is given by Freeman,3
da2
dx 5
da2
dt
dt
dx 5
CrTh
u
F ~12a2!e2ud /T2 rrd a22G , ~23!
where C is the reaction rate constant and h represents the
pre-exponential temperature dependence of the reaction rate
~see Table I!. Defining the characteristic reaction length,
,d15
u1
Cr1ud
h , ~24!
and applying the previous dimensionless notation this be-
comes
da2
dxˆ
5,d1
da2
dx 5r
ˆ
2Tˆ hQ1
2hF ~12a2!e2Q1 /Tˆ 2 rˆrˆ d1 a22G .
~25!
Eliminating the temperature dependence using Eqs. ~16!, ~6!,
and ~14! we obtain,
Q1
Tˆ
5
rˆ 2~11a2!
2K1rˆ ~P111 !21
. ~26!
FIG. 4. Equilibrium shock solution in the rˆ -a2 plane. The free-stream con-
ditions are P150.025, H0150.55, rˆ d151310
7
, a150.05.
TABLE I. Constants for IDG model.
ud5113 200 K
rd5130 000 kg m23
m514.031023/6.02331023 kg
C52.731021 m3 kg21 s21 K2.5
h522.5Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toEquations ~25! and ~26! define a third relation between a2
and rˆ that, additionally, involves the distance xˆ 5x/,d1 from
the translational discontinuity. While ~17! defines the relax-
ation in a2-rˆ space between the frozen state and the equilib-
rium solution, integration of the ordinary differential equa-
tion relates a2 and rˆ to xˆ . The resulting relaxation profiles
are shown in Fig. 5.
D. Reaction rate parameter
The reaction rate immediately downstream of the trans-
lational discontinuity, when normalized with respect to the
rate of flow over a blunt body, represents a useful measure of
the departure of the flow field from equilibrium. This leads to
a definition of the dissociation rate parameter,
D5
da2
dt U f
D
u1
5
da2
dx U fu2
D
u1
5
da2
dxˆ U f
D
rˆ f,d1
,
where D is the diameter of the body, ,d1 is the characteristic
reaction length and the subscript, f, refers to the frozen state
immediately downstream of the translational discontinuity.
The initial dissociation rate, da2 /dxˆ u f , is determined by the
exponential term of Eq. ~25! for the frozen state downstream
of the shock, where a25a1 . Equation ~19! gives the frozen
solution for the density and the temperature dependence fol-
lows from ~26!:
D5
D
,d1
rˆ f S Q1Tˆ f D
2h
~12a1!e2Q1 /T
ˆ f
. ~27!
This parameter is linearly dependent on the ratio of the body
size, D, to the characteristic reaction length, ,d1. The re-
maining terms are most strongly dependent on the stagnation
enthalpy, H01. This may be demonstrated in the hypersonic
limit, P1→0, with a150. The frozen density ratio reduces
to rˆ f→7/(118P1)→7 and hence Q1 /Tˆ →72/12K1
→72/12H01. In this limit we obtain
FIG. 5. Nonequilibrium solution for the relaxation downstream of a trans-
lational discontinuity in an ideal dissociating gas. The free stream conditions
are P150.0254, H0150.56, rˆ d158.3310
6
, a150.051, h522.5. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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D
,d1
S 4912H01D
2h
e249/12H01. ~28!
This is a good approximation for a wide range of the param-
eters since the general form, given by Eqs. ~27! and ~26!,
depends only weakly on P1 and a1 . The rationale for binary
scaling ~see Hall, Eschenroeder, and Marrone4! that is used
to achieve dimensional similitude in hypervelocity shock
tunnels is apparent from the form of Eq. ~28! since this gives
similarity in terms of H01 and D .
Typical values of the physical constants for the IDG
model of nitrogen are given in Table I.
III. EXTENSION TO OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
A. Normal components of the free stream parameters
The extension to oblique waves is obtained by the con-
ventional technique of applying the previous solutions to the
component of velocity normal to the shock front. If b is the
angle of the oblique shock wave, then from the definitions of
P1 and K1 we obtain the normal components,
P1N5
p1
r1u1
2 sin2b 5
P1
sin2b , ~29!
K1N5
mu1
2 sin2b
kud
5K1sin2b . ~30!
Here and in the material that follows, the subscripts N and T
refer to the components normal and tangential to the shock
front, respectively. The identity ~15! then gives the normal
component of the enthalpy,
H01N
5K1NS 112P1N 41a111a1D1a1 . ~31!
Given H01N , P1N, and a1 the variation of density down-
stream of the oblique shock is then determined by Eq. ~17!.
Solving simultaneously with Eq. ~21! gives the equilibrium
solution and integrating the ODE ~25! determines the inter-
mediate states. Once the density is known, the momentum
equation, ~6!, gives the pressure variation along the stream-
line. The variation of the flow deflection angle, d , is deter-
mined from continuity and the conservation of velocity tan-
gential to the shock to be
tan~b2d!5
tanb
rˆ
. ~32!
This result carries over directly from the perfect gas case and
here it applies throughout the relaxation zone downstream of
a straight oblique shock wave.
The parametric dependence of some arbitrary dimen-
sionless quantity, fˆ , downstream of an oblique shock wave
may then be summarized as
fˆ 5fˆ @P1 ,H01,a1 ,r
ˆ d1,x/,d1,h ,b# , ~33!
where P1 behaves as P1;1/M 1
2
, H01 is the dimensionless
stagnation enthalpy, a1 is the upstream dissociation level,
rˆ d1 is the equilibrium constant, x/,d1 is the dimensionlessDownloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject todistance normal to the shock front, h is the temperature ex-
ponent of the reaction rate and b is the shock wave angle.
The behavior for typical values of the parameters is shown in
Fig. 6.
B. Variation of dimensionless parameters across an
oblique shock wave
To facilitate the computation of multiple shock jumps in
the solution of interaction problems we must find a conve-
nient means of determining the downstream dimensionless
parameters, that become the upstream parameters for subse-
quent shock waves. Convenient forms are required for P2 ,
H02, r
ˆ d2 /rˆ d1 and ,d2 /,d1. Since stagnation enthalpy is con-
served,
H025H01. ~34!
In order to determine P2 observe that u2
25u2T
21u2N
2 and so
K25K2T1K2N. Further, since u1T5u2T and rˆ uˆ N51, it fol-
lows that
K25K1S cos2b1 sin2b
rˆ 2
D . ~35!
Identity ~15! then yields P2 and the computation for the
downstream shock wave proceeds as before using P2 , H02,
and a2 as the new upstream condition. Downstream of the
shock we must adjust the equilibrium constant according to
rˆ d25
rˆ d1
rˆ
. ~36!
Again, these relations apply throughout the relaxation zone.
The relations may be applied recursively for problems in-
volving series of shock waves.
The normalization of the reaction rates downstream of a
sequence of shock waves must be adjusted to a common
basis for comparison and this is chosen to be the character-
istic reaction length for the free stream, ,d‘. At this point we
adjust our notation slightly for multiple wave interaction
problems. The subscript, ‘ , refers to the free stream, and a
numerical subscript identifies a shock wave and refers to the
downstream state. For the ith wave in a series of shocks we
then have
da i
dxˆ ‘
5
da i
dxˆ iN
dxˆ iN
dxiN
dx‘
dxˆ ‘
dxiN
dx‘
. ~37!
The first term on the right-hand side, da i /dxˆ iN, is given by
Eq. ~25! using the normal components of the parameters for
the ith shock. The remaining terms that adjust the normaliza-
tion are
dxˆ iN
dxiN
5
1
,di21N
5
r i21ud
hC
ui21N
,
dx‘
dxˆ ‘
5,d‘5
u‘
r‘ud
hC , AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
1643Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Aspects of planar, oblique, and interacting shock wavesFIG. 6. Frozen and equilibrium density ratio, equilibrium dissociation level, and initial dissociation rate as functions of shock angle for an oblique wave in
an ideal dissociating gas. The free stream conditions approach the hypersonic limit P150 (P15131026, H0151.0, a150, rˆ d151310
8). Since we illustrate
only the frozen and equilibrium limits, the dependence on x/,d1 and h disappears. The dual mechanisms of compressibility and dissociation cause nonmono-
tonic behavior of the shock density ratio with an increasing shock angle. Even for very weak shock waves the Mach number normal to the shock wave is
sufficient to cause the density to approach the strong shock limit for frozen chemistry. Only at larger shock angles do the frozen and equilibrium solutions
deviate as the exponential dependence of the reaction rate and the equilibrium dissociation fraction on the normal component of the enthalpy becomes
significant. The density rises in direct relation to the downstream dissociation level. Note, however, that for waves of moderate strength that produce low
dissociation levels, the reaction rates remain small.dxiN
dx‘
5sinS b i1 (j51
i2 j51
d i2 jD .
The notation, i2 j , refers to the sequence of upstream shocks
involved in the normalization ~e.g., for a shock, i56 with
waves i55, i53 and i51 upstream of it; i2 jP@5,3,1# with
i2155, i2253, etc.!. Substituting these relations into Eq.
~37! and using the definition of the dimensionless specific
kinetic energy, K, we obtain the consistently normalized re-
action rate
da i
dxˆ ‘
5
da i
dxˆ iN
A K‘Ki21N )j50
i2 j51
rˆ i2 jsinS b i1 (j51
i2 j51
d i2 jD .
~38!
IV. SHOCK WAVE INTERACTIONS
A. Pressure–flow deflection angle p-d plane
The flows in smooth regions of shock interaction flow
fields and across shock discontinuities are, in principle, un-
derstood. The predominant concern is then points where sur-Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject tofaces of discontinuity intersect and here local analysis about
intersection points in the pressure–flow deflection angle (p-
d) plane provides a useful tool. These techniques were de-
veloped in the study of Mach reflection problems and re-
views are given by Courant and Friedrichs5 and more re-
cently by Hornung.6 In this method the solution is
represented graphically by the intersection in the p-d plane
of the loci of possible downstream states for the interacting
waves.
The influence of real gas effects on this construction is
illustrated for a single oblique shock wave in Fig. 7. The
methodology for determination of the generic states, ~1! and
~2!, across a shock wave was described in Sec. III. Here it is
described functionally by the relationship
~rˆ 2 ,pˆ 2 ,d2 ,P2 ,H02,a2!5J~P1 ,H01,a1 ,rˆ d ,b1!. ~39!
The shock jump conditions, J, are obtained from Eq. ~17!
combined with Eq. ~19! in the frozen limit or with Eq. ~21!
in the equilibrium limit. Normal components of the param-
eters are used as determined in Sec. III. The resulting solu- AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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shock fronts, respectively. Near and far are interpreted rela-
tive to the characteristic reaction length, ,d1.
Real gas effects cause the frozen and equilibrium loci to
be separated by amounts that increase monotonically with
H01 ~see Fig. 7!. For endothermic reactions both the pressure
and flow deflection angle increase across the relaxation zone.
The well known insensitivity of the pressure to gas dissocia-
tion is evident by limited vertical separation of the loci. Non-
equilibrium effects are most pronounced in the flow deflec-
tion behind strong waves whereby H0N is large. For nearly
normal waves the tangential component of velocity is of the
same order as the normal velocity and so relaxation produces
a large change in the flow deflection angle. This may be
observed in the streamlines that are mapped into the p-d
plane in Fig. 7. Streamlines are defined by Eq. ~17! and are
parametrized in terms of a2 ; where a2P@a1 ,a2eq# for each
b . The pressure and flow deflection angle are given by Eqs.
~6! and ~32! for each value of a2 . In the weak shock limit
the origin of the frozen and equilibrium loci in Fig. 7 do not
coincide when a1 is nonzero and sufficiently large. This is a
consequence of relaxation of a nonequilibrium upstream
state ~recall the behavior of the second branch of the shock
wave solutions shown in Figs. 2 and 3!.
B. Mapping of the sonic line
Consider the differential forms of the thermal equation
of state, ~8!,
dp5prdr1pTdT1pada , ~40!
and of the caloric equation of state for a mixture of thermally
perfect components, ~9!,
dh5hTdT1hada . ~41!
FIG. 7. The p-d plane representation of an oblique shock wave for an ideal
dissociating gas. The solid curve is the frozen locus. The dashed curve is the
equilibrium locus. —  — are streamlines for shock angles b5 40°, 50°,
60°, 68.5°,75°, 80°, 85°, 87.5°, 89°, and 89.75°, respectively. —  —
is the mapping of the frozen sonic line connecting the frozen and equilib-
rium limits (1). The free stream conditions are P150.025, H0150.55,
rˆ d151310
7
, a150.05.Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toFor an adiabatic, thermodynamically reversible system we
have, de5pdv or equivalently dh5dp/r , so that
dp
r
5hTdT1hada . ~42!
Eliminating dT between Eqs. ~40! and ~42! we have
S hT2 pTr D dp5hTprdr1~hTpa2pTha!da . ~43!
In the case of frozen perturbations where da50, the chemi-
cally frozen sound speed, a f , then follows directly from Eq.
~43! as
a f
25
dp
dr U f5
hTpr
hT2pT /r
5
pr
12
pT
hTr
. ~44!
Forming the thermodynamic derivatives from Eqs. ~8! and
~9! we have the usual result,
a f
25
k
2m
~11a!~41a!
3 T , ~45!
or in the dimensionless notation used here,
M f
25
u2
a f
2 5
3
~41a!P . ~46!
Define a function q(r ,T ,a) that expresses the departure
of the system from thermochemical equilibrium, as deter-
mined by the law of mass action ~20!,
q~r ,T ,a!5
a2
12a 2
rd
r
e2ud /T. ~47!
For a system in equilibrium the differential is identically
zero,
dq5qrdr1qTdT1qada50. ~48!
Eliminating dT between Eqs. ~41! and ~48! we have
qT
r
dp52hTqrdr1~qTha2hTqa!da . ~49!
Eliminating da between Eqs. ~43! and ~49!, we obtain the
sound speed for a system in thermodynamic and chemical
equilibrium,
ae
25
dp
dr U
e
5
hTprj11hTqrj2
~hT2pT /r!j12~qT /r!j2
, ~50!
where for convenience we extract the terms
j15qTha2hTqa ~51!
and
j25hTpa2pTha . ~52!
Evaluating the thermodynamic derivatives from Eqs. ~8!, ~9!,
and ~47! and after simplification we obtain
M e
25M f
2 ~11a!~41a!@3~a22 !1aQ
2~a21 !#
3@281a3~11Q!22a31Q~Q12 !# . ~53! AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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waves up to the transition points remain relatively weak and
Q5O(1), it is instructive to linearize Eq. ~53! in the limit
a→0,
M e
2’M f
2F11 ~Q23 !224 a1O~a2!G , a→0. ~54!
The equilibrium Mach number is therefore larger than the
frozen Mach number ~at the equilibrium composition! and
indeed the general result ~53! is positive definite over the
range of interest.
The equilibrium Mach number only has meaning at the
equilibrium condition reached downstream of the thermo-
chemical relaxation zone and in the limit of fast reaction
rates. In contrast, the frozen Mach number has meaning
throughout the continuum of states that occur in the relax-
ation zone. Equation ~46! may be applied for any value a
P@a1 ,a2eq# . The relationship m(M f 2 , rˆ ,a2)50 between the
shock angle, b , and the frozen Mach number, M f 2, down-
stream of an oblique shock wave may be determined from
Eqs. ~15!, ~35!, and ~46!,
m~M f 2,r
ˆ ,a2!
5
~H022a2!
11
6
M f 2
2 ~11a2!
2K1S 12sin2b1 sin2b
rˆ 2
D 50. ~55!
This result applies throughout the relaxation zone, provided
that self consistent values of rˆ and a2 are used according to
the shock jump quadratic, ~17!, using the normal components
of the free stream parameters @Eqs. ~29!, ~30!, and ~31!#,
j~rˆ ,a2!5~H01N2a2!r
ˆ
222K1N~11P1N!
41a2
11a2
rˆ
1K1N
71a2
11a2
50. ~56!
Setting M f 251, we obtain a system of equations ~55! and
~56!, for sin2b that describes the sonic line, parametrized in
terms of a2 . Given b and a2 , in Sec. IV A we describe the
mapping of each point on the sonic line into the p-d plane
~see Fig. 7!.
Although the sonic line may be simply computed using
the foregoing methodology, simple analysis highlights the
important phenomena. Consider initially the frozen solution
immediately downstream of the translational discontinuity,
Eq. ~19!, and eliminate K1 from Eq. ~55! via Eq. ~15! and set
M f 251, a25a1 . The following quadratic equation for
sin2bSf is obtained:Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to11a1
71a1
2
12sin2bS f1
sin2bS fS 11a11 2~41a1!P1sin2bS f D
2
~71a1!2
11
2~41a1!P1
11a1
50, ~57!
with solutions
sin2bS f
5
211a1~32P1!2P1~202a1
2!
12~41a1!
6
A48~41a1!3P121211a1~32P1!2P1~202a12!2
12~41a1!
.
~58!
Here bS f is the shock angle that produces M f 251 immedi-
ately downstream of the translational discontinuity. Only the
positive root is physically meaningful. In the strong shock
limit, P1→0, this simplifies to
sin2bS f55 H
7/8,
0,
a1→0,
H 4/5,0, a1→1.
~59!
In order to examine the evolution of the frozen Mach
number throughout the relaxation zone, consider the differ-
entials in M f 2-rˆ -a2 space of the general forms of
m(M f ,rˆ ,a2) and j(rˆ ,a2) @Eqs. ~55! and ~56!#,
dm5mM f 2dM f 21ma2da21mrˆ dr
ˆ 50, ~60!
d j5 ja2da21 jrˆ drˆ 50, ~61!
eliminating drˆ we obtain
dM f 2
da2
5
ja2mrˆ 2ma2 jrˆ
jrˆ mM f 2
. ~62!
Equation ~62! describes the evolution of the frozen Mach
number downstream of an oblique shock wave of fixed
angle, b . The solution is parametrized in terms of a2 , whose
rate of reaction again remains indeterminate. We will not
discuss the form of Eq. ~62! for general free stream condi-
tions since the solution for the entire sonic line is easily
obtained by numerical means. It is instructive, however, to
consider the hypersonic limit P1→0 with a15a2 . Forming
the derivatives in Eq. ~62!, taking the hypersonic limit, and
evaluating the expression at the sonic shock angle, bS f ,
given by Eq. ~59! we obtain AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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shock wave notation for the Edney
type IV interaction in the vicinity of
the impingement point.dM f 2
da2
55
23
8 1
7
18H01
, a1→0,
67227H01
180~H0121 !
, a1→1.
~63!
In the case of a dissociation shock, a1→0, we find that
dM f 2 /da2.0 for realistic values of H01,28/27. The frozen
Mach number therefore increases downstream of the transla-
tional discontinuity at the frozen sonic point. This may be
interpreted as the case of the insipient formation of a sub-
sonic region of finite extent within the relaxation zone. For
shock angles slightly larger than bS f , we observe in Fig. 7
that the streamline intersects the sonic line. The initially sub-
sonic flow relaxes to a supersonic state as the temperature
falls behind the shock front. The resulting formation of a
subsonic region of finite extent leads to new phenomena not
observed in low enthalpy flows. Scale independent shock
wave flow fields, in the limit of fast reaction rates, revert to
dependence on the equilibrium sonic point as shown in Fig.
7. These facts were exploited by Hornung and Smith7 to
explain the shock detachment process in a relaxing gas and
by Hornung, Oertel, and Sandeman9 to elucidate the commu-
nication of length scales in steady and unsteady relaxing
flows.
In the case of a recombination shock with a2,a1 and
a1→1, the solution, ~63!, is singular at H0151. For H01
,1 we see that dM f /da2,0. Again, this may be interpreted
as the point of insipient formation of a subsonic region of
finite extent downstream of an exothermic recombination
shock ~note that here da2,0 along a streamline!. For H01
.1 we see that dM f /da2.0 and this represents the insipi-
ent formation of a supersonic region of finite extent. Al-
though this result is obtained for a recombination shock we
have previously noted the relationship to the study of deto-
nation phenomena. Recent experiments by Kaneshige and
Shepherd8 have studied the role of chemical and fluid me-
chanical scales on the existence and structure of oblique
detonation waves. The data indicate that an oblique detona-
tion front is stabilized by a blunt projectile traveling faster
than the Chapman–Jouget velocity provided that the chemi-
cal time scales are short compared with the fluid mechanicalDownloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject totime scales. Spherical bodies were considered, with the di-
ameter being the only geometric parameter. If one were able
to conduct detonation experiments with conical projectiles of
varying vertex angle ~cf. Hornung and Smith,7 who studied
endothermic flows! further insight might be gained into the
interaction of length scales via the sonic shock structure that
occurs when an oblique detonation stabilizes at the tip of a
projectile.
C. Shock wave interaction solutions
The l-pattern of shock waves that is observed to form at
the end of a Mach stem is well known. The flow field that
arises where a weak shock wave impinges on the leading
edge of a blunt body ~Edney10,11! is locally equivalent to the
Mach reflection problem. The idealized flow field and the
shock wave notation for the important Edney type IV inter-
action is shown in Fig. 8. In both cases the relevant system
of equations is
~rˆ 2 ,pˆ 2 ,d2 ,P2 ,H02,a2!5J~P‘ ,H0‘,a‘ ,rˆ d ,b2!, ~64!
~rˆ 1 ,pˆ 1 ,d1 ,P1 ,H01,a1!5J~P‘ ,H0‘,a‘ ,rˆ d ,b1!, ~65!
~rˆ 3 ,pˆ 3 ,d3 ,P3 ,H03,a3!5J~P1 ,H01,a1 ,rˆ d /rˆ 1 ,b3!.
~66!
Note that here we have reverted to the subscripting scheme
used for multiple shock wave interactions. Matching the
pressure and flow deflection angle across the shear layer that
originates at the intersection point we have
pˆ 25pˆ 1pˆ 3 , ~67!
d25d11d3 . ~68!
Collectively, Eqs. ~64!, ~65!, ~66!, ~67!, and ~68! represent 20
equations in the 20 variables rˆ 1,2,3 , pˆ 1,2,3 , d1,2,3 , P1,2,3 ,
H01,2,3, a1,2,3 , b2,3 and for convenience we choose b1 , P‘ ,
H0‘, a‘, and rˆ d as parameters. For a given free stream
condition and shock angle this system describes a path of
solutions for each H0‘ from which we may study the influ-
ence of real gas effects. The equations are solved using AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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tion levels, shock wave angles,
streamline deflection, and reaction
rates as functions of stagnation en-
thalpy, H0‘, at a l-shock point in an
ideal dissociating gas. The free-stream
conditions are P‘50.025, rˆ d‘51
3107, a‘50, b1516°. Solid curves
are the frozen solutions. —  — are
the equilibrium solutions.Newton’s method for the cases of frozen and equilibrium
chemistry and the solution is continued in H0‘. Solution
curves for the density, dissociation levels, shock wave
angles, flow deflection angles, and reaction rates are plotted
in Fig. 9. In performing the above computations, and in the
interpretation of the solutions obtained, the value of the for-
malism laid out in the current paper becomes apparent.
An interpretation of the solutions that are illustrated in
Fig. 9 follows from the results presented in Fig. 6. We see
that the influence of real gas effects increases strongly with
increasing stagnation enthalpy, H0‘. Dissociation is negli-
gible behind the weak impinging wave and dissociation lev-Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toels increase proportionally for the moderate strength wave,
~3!, and the nearly normal wave, ~2!. The corresponding in-
creases in the density are the most important real gas effects.
A further similarity with the conclusions drawn from
Fig. 6 is the behavior of the normalized reaction rates. The
reaction rate behind the impinging wave, da1 /dxˆ ‘ , is neg-
ligibly small in both the frozen and equilibrium limits. The
angles of the stronger shock waves, b2 and b3 , vary in the
frozen and equilibrium limits and so produce different initial
reaction rates. Behind shock ~3! the initial reaction rate in the
equilibrium limit is an order of magnitude smaller than that
behind the nearly normal wave, ~2!. This is a significant ef- AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
1648 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Sanderson, Hornung, and SturtevantFIG. 10. The p-d plane representation
of the interaction of oblique shock
waves in an ideal dissociating gas. The
incident shock angles are b1516° and
b25251.5°. The free stream condi-
tions are P50.025, H050.55, rˆ d51
3107, a150.05. The shock interac-
tion solution is represented graphically
by the interaction of the loci for the
reflected shock waves ~3! and ~4!.
Solid curves are the frozen shock loci.
—  — are the equilibrium shock
loci.fect because it controls the relaxation of the density down-
stream of the interaction.
The strongest effect on the measurable wave angles is
observed in the deflection angle, d2,35d25d11d3 , of the
shear layer generated at the impingement point. We see from
the mapping of the streamlines into the p-d plane in Fig. 7
that the strongest effects on the flow deflection angle are
apparent for nearly normal waves. This causes the strong
initial effect on the flow deflection angle as H0‘ increases.
The effect reduces as the dissociation level behind shock ~3!
rises at still larger values of H0‘.
Hornung9 has studied the influence of real gas effects on
the Mach reflection problem. Given the results discussed
here, it is reasonable to expect significant real gas effects on
the blunt body shock interaction problems studied by
Edney10,11 The latter subject has been investigated experi-
mentally by the authors ~Sanderson12,13! and will form the
basis for a forthcoming paper.
In contrast to the strong chemical nonequilibrium effects
observed in the l-pattern of shock waves, consider the asym-
metrical interaction of two oblique shock waves in steady
flow, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Readers skilled in the field of
Mach reflection will note that the condition shown lies
slightly beyond the von Neumann transition point for the
case of frozen chemistry, and slightly before the von Neu-
mann transition point for the case of equilibrium chemistry.
Following the lead of Hornung and Smith7 and Hornung,
Oertel, and Sandeman,9 this represents a flow field where
transition occurs locally at the intersection point ~frozen so-
lution! with the global transition ~equilibrium solution! oc-
curring for stronger interacting waves. For shock angles ly-
ing between the frozen and equilibrium von Neumann
transition points, the length scale of the resulting flow field is
determined by the chemical kinetics, this being the only
scale available at the intersection point.Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toDespite the curiosity of a local kinetic length scale in
shock wave interaction problems, the difference between the
frozen and equilibrium transition points noted above remains
subtle. This is a consequence of the weakness of the waves
up to the transition point, as discussed in Sec. III. The pri-
mary interest in these problems lies in the strong density
gradients downstream of the strong shock waves due to non-
equilibrium dissociation. In the case of self-similar, unsteady
Mach reflection from a wedge, transition is thought to occur
at the sonic point on the reflected shock locus. More signifi-
cant effects of nonequilibrium thermochemistry on the tran-
sition points should therefore be expected since the shock
waves are stronger at transition under the sonic
criterion.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A compact dimensionless framework has been presented
for the elucidation of real gas effects on normal, oblique and
interacting shock waves. Emphasis has been placed on the
use of a consistent set of nondimensional parameters
throughout so that the results are directly usable in analyzing
relaxing flows. Identities are given for alternate choices of
parametrization. A simple form is given for the reaction rate
parameter that relates the chemical and fluid time scales.
Oblique shock jump conditions are presented for all of the
dimensionless parameters. Shock wave interaction problems
are considered by analyzing the structure of the sonic line
and by mapping the problem in the pressure–flow deflection
angle plane, in terms of the same consistent parametrization.
It is shown that real gas effects are most pronounced as lo-
cally increased gas densities behind only the strongest por-
tions of the shock waves present in the flow field. Real gas
influences on Mach reflection transition points are therefore AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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vicinity of the post-transition l-shock configuration at the
ends of the Mach stem.
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